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Open government is here to stay and expand



 

“Open Government” is going to be the standard



 

Governments are not supposed to throw piles of data over the 
fence



 

New ways of collaboration are required to innovate and provide 
value in a sustainable way



 

What the future will bring
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Local or regional 
governmental authorities



 

Local or regional private 
initiatives



 

Nationwide governmental 
authorities



 

Nationwide private initiatives


 

Multilateral / Transnational 
initiatives

Many are already taking strategic steps forward – some are reflected 
on this map and more initiatives are launched every week

* World Map of Open Government Data Initiatives, Google Maps, the underlying world map is 
released under a Creative Commons Attribution License (CC-BY 3.0 Austria) by Semantic Web 
Company (www.semantic-web.at)

World Map of Open Government Data Initiatives* [not exhaustive]

What will best position for success?

http://maps.google.com/maps/ms?ie=UTF8&oe=UTF8&msa=0&msid=105833408128032902805.00048bfbba4ecb314e822
http://www.semantic-web.at/
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Australia

The World Bank

The megatrend is more open initiatives at all levels of government 
and across Public Sector

United Kingdom

Visualization of 
311 data in NYC

Kenya

USA

New Zealand

Combined with external data, possibilities for 
citizen participation and self-service and economic 
development are powerful

http://agimo.govspace.gov.au/2010/07/16/declaration-of-open-government/
http://data.worldbank.org/
http://data.gov.uk/
http://www.wired.com/magazine/2010/11/ff_311_new_york
http://www.opendata.go.ke/
http://www.whitehouse.gov/open
http://data.govt.nz/#content
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Open government and open data are intertwined … and their 
definitions have evolved

Open government requires open data

Open data does NOT mean “all data”
Includes Public Sector Information (PSI)** made 
available for reuse in line with open principles

Open data does NOT mean “no management”, 
it means different management

Management that enables the structured free flow of 
data within / across governments and to the public

Open government* is the governing 
doctrine which holds that citizens have 
the right to access the documents and 
proceedings of the government to allow 
for effective public oversight and 
participation

Open data is an approach of managing 
data so that non-sensitive information 
flows freely to those who have a need or 
interest in reusing it, allowing them to 
access and transform raw data into 
information and executable insights and 
create value

PSI** is non-sensitive / non-personally 
identifiable information produced and/or 
collected by a public sector institution as 
its mandate

* [Adapted] Lathrop, Daniel; Ruma, Laurel, eds (February 2010). Open Government: Transparency, Collaboration and Participation in Practice. O'Reilly Media. ISBN 978-0-596-80435-0. 
** [Adapted] Source: Digital Broadband Content:  Public Sector Information and Content, Working Party on the Information Economy, Committee for Information, Computer and 

Communications Policy, Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development, OECD report declassified March, 2006

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Standard_Book_Number
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Special:BookSources/978-0-596-80435-0
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Governments are not supposed to throw the piles of data over the fence



 

The data paradox



 

What needs to be done to get the basics right



 

What a roadmap to “Open Government” looks like
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Senior officials are telling us that they are facing more rapid change 
and complexity



 

Big data: Still collecting a great deal of data, but data paradoxes* persist



 

They report three other realities about government information

So what are governments doing about it?
* The management dilemma of having too much data and too little insight

Source: The power of analytics for public sector: Building analytics competency to accelerate outcomes, IBM Institute for Business Value, 2011

Governments are
not going to stop
collecting data

(central strategic asset)

Touch points to that
data are expanding far 

beyond government
(people, systems, and devices)

Rising pressures for
data access by citizens

and businesses
(uses, users of data skyrocketing)

from national to local govts, 
from one agency to another

( + )  =* Complexity
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* A spectrum; neither mutually exclusive nor collectively exhaustive

Source: [Adapted] Digital Broadband Content:  Public Sector Information and Content, Working Party on the Information Economy, Committee for 
Information, Computer and Communications Policy, Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development, OECD report declassified March, 2006.

Public Sector Information
Key objective = commercial and non-commercial reuse

Public Content
Key objective = content availability / diffusion, preservation

Public Sector Information (PSI) and Public Content Domains*

One of the best places to start or continue, is information you 
already have to spur economic development outcomes
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Open embodies different principles and behavior patterns that 
extend to the Public Sector and Public Sector Information (PSI)

Observation: 
Today, expectations tend toward “engaged”

Source: IBM Institute for Business Value
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A variety of initiatives already underway around the world involve 
sharing data with citizens for economic development



 

Loose integration of all of the above into a community


 

Developing an “engaged community” and a strong brand


 

Monitoring and analyzing usage and applying insights
“Bazaar”*

Types of open practices for economic development

“Seed” innovation


 

Sponsoring free form contests for innovative uses of data


 

Awarding prize monies

Issue-driven 
collective problem 

solving



 

Providing issue-based content, selected analyses and support


 

Galvanizing a “network” around an issue to address

Raw data



 

Providing “raw”, raw material (data)


 

Providing usable raw data (usable formats)


 

Aggregating sources (originators of “open” datasets) of datasets 
into data catalogues (to promote data discovery)

Rule of thumb: The most used are the most valuable

* A takeoff from the Eric Raymond’s seminal essay, The Cathedral and the Bazaar,
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New ways of collaboration are required to innovate and provide value



 

How to organize this in a sustainable way



 

What business model to pick?



 

Examples
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Each leader in this new style of public administration plays an 
essential role



 

Express and advocate 
new possibilities and 
spark imagination in new 
ways



 

Apply technology 
disciplines but don’t wait 
for perfection



 

Collaborate with mission 
/ program counterparts 
to develop an 
Information Charter

Chief Information 
Officer



 

Provide context and 
content for programs



 

Communicate 
meaning and priorities 
clearly, and propose 
policies accordingly



 

Collaborate with CIO 
to develop Information 
Charter

Mission / 
Program Exec



 

Establish governing 
system by which this can 
be made possible



 

Understand inter- 
relationships (and 
potential consequences* 
of current and proposed 
policies) and adapt

Lawmaker,
Policymaker



 

Communicate key 
distinctions of Open 
paradigm from 
existing



 

Set principles for 
Open Government 
and Open Data



 

Use results from 
open data

Head of
Government

* Potential consequences can be positive or negative
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Some key questions on ROI



 

Should citizens/business pay for the data usage?



 

Do governments know what the ROI of innovation subsidies are?



 

Who owns the data from subsidized research?



 

What business models can be chosen?

– Sources of funding
– Membership fees
– Transaction fees
– Services charges
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• BrightScope is a San Diego based 
financial information company

- Used open data about 401(k) plans 
from the U.S. Department of Labor

- Value-added service: Help customers 
understand costs associated with fees 
for retirement plans

- Very high initial investment as data 
was not in usable format; obtained 
through multiple FOIA** requests

- Was finally able to obtain the data in 
digital format

• BrightScope is profitable 

Access to open government data has led to the development of new 
businesses, such as BrightScope*

* Source:  Howard, Alex. “The story of BrightScope:  Data drives the innovation economy,” The O’Reilly Radar, November 18, 2010 (accessed September 20, 2011)
** FOIA = Freedom of Information Act

RAW DATA

http://radar.oreilly.com/2010/11/the-story-of-brightscope-data.html
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San Francisco’s data.sf.org acts as a data clearinghouse and apps 
showcase that brings visibility to the innovations of civic developers

Open government data

1

2

3

4

Apps Showcase

CREATING THE “BAZAAR”

1. SFpark.org = smarter 
parking in San Francisco

2. CrimeReports provides 
access to crime data at the 
street level using Google 
Maps

3. Where’s my MUNI Bus? 
Helps SF residents manage 
their commute time. 

4. EveryBlock publishes a 
news feed for every city 
block in SF. 

There are more …

Source:  http://www.datasf.org/, accessed October 31, 2011

http://www.datasf.org/
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Ireland’s Dublinked addresses shared urban economic development 
issues in an open innovation community on an open platform



 

Focus: Replicable city solutions, thus creating 
markets and giving a competitive edge to the 
companies that create them



 

Members collaborate to solve shared urban 
challenges, sharing knowledge / experience



 

Structured engagement mechanism with Dublin 
Authorities



 

Provides a trusted zone for partially open data, 
particularly real-time operational data

Mission: Encourage the next generation of jobs and companies in the area 
of urban solutions, by enabling data-driven innovation and promoting Dublin 
as a world-leader in developing and trialing new urban solutions.

Source:  http://www.dublinked.ie/, accessed October 31, 2011

DATA 
STORE

ENABLING COLLECTIVE PROBLEM SOLVING

http://www.dublinked.ie/
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The future is going to bring mind boggling new opportunities for 
innovation by the “crowd”



 

Smarter planet 



 

WATSON
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The World is Getting Smarter

Smart traffic  
systems 

Smart water 
management 

Smart energy 
grids

Smart 
healthcare

Smart food 
systems 

Intelligent     
oil field 
technologies

Smart 
regions

Smart 
weather 

Smart 
countries

Smart supply 
chains 

Smart cities

Smart retail
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Watson brings many innovations to apply to business issues

Watson Capabilities

Natural language 
understanding

Parallel hypothesis 
generation and 

confidence scoring

Iterative 
Question/Answering 

to refine results 

Broad domain of 
unstructured data

Machine 
learning

1

2

3

4

5

Best Fit for Watson

• Analysis of 
unstructured data

• Critical questions that 
require decision 
support with 
prioritized 
recommendations 
and evidence

• High value in 
decision support

• Leverage scale to 
maximize machine 
learning and improve 
outcomes over time

18

Watson Solution Area and Industry Application

Assisting Diagnosis (e.g., Healthcare)
Assisting diagnosis and suggestions for patient condition based on 
patient data, family history, medical journals etc.

Results: improved patient care and payer/provider cost management 
based on more efficient patient outcomes

Other Applications: Contact Center, Technical Support

Assisting Research (e.g., Financial Services)
Assisting research of macroeconomic trends, current events and historic 
data to support investment decisions

Results: increased alpha and risk management due to improved 
investment decision making and customer insights

Other Applications: Customer Insights, Knowledge Mgmt

Assisting Discovery (e.g., Legal Services)
Assisting research of  historical and current documents to discover 
relevant references and identify relationships.

Results: increased confidence in due diligence, prior art or precedent 
evaluations, due to context understanding of full passages and learned 
value of sources, vs “keyword search” based methods.

Other Applications: R&D Mgmt,  Compliance Mgmt
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Thank you
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